
In 5 months of 2020, Cambodia exports rice in the total 
amount of 356,097 tonnes from 5 months rice export in 
2020,  increased by 42% comparing to the same period 
in 2019, which exported in the amount of 250,172 
tonnes only. 

In term of market destinations, China is the main source In term of market destinations, China is the main source 
of    Cambodian rice export, representing 38% of the 
total, followed by EU (34%),  ASEAN (13%), and other 
destinations such as Australia, Gabon, USA, take the     
remainder (15%). 
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For this 5 months of export, over 
270,000 tonnes or 77% are fragrant 
rice, followed by white rice (18%), 
and the     remainders are organic 
rice, parboiled rice, and glutinous 
rice. In term of percentage in-
crease, fragrant rice is increased by 
31%, while white rice is increased 
by 79%, generating in the amount 
of 62,779 tonnes, comparing to the 
5 months export of 2019 is only 
34,989 tonnes. Organic rice export 
in 5 months of 2020 is also in-
crease by 24% comparing to the 5 
months of 2019.  months of 2019.  

Despite the 150 Euros/1MT of safeguard tariffs 
on Cambodian rice export to EU, Cambodian still 
exports rice increasingly to EU by 51%.  In term 
of market destinations, France is the main source 
of Cambodian rice export, generating in the 
amount of 45,000 tonnes, followed by Holland 
14,666 tonnes, England (over 9700 tonnes), 
ASEAN countries such as Malaysia, Brunei,     
Singapore increased by 45%, and other 
destinations increased by 79%, and last but not 
least is China, which is increased by 25%. 



សហពន័ សវអងរកមុ (Cambodia Rice Federation)
ប នកមបឹក ភិ ល (Chairman)        ៖ េ កឧក  ៉ហ៊ុន  ក់ (Oknha Hun Lak)
ប នសហព័ន  (President)        ៖ េ កឧក  ៉សងុ រ៉ន (Okhna Song Saran)
អគេល ធិ រ (Secretary General)     ៖ េ ក លន់ េយង៉ (Mr. Lun Yeng)

ដកសង់ និងវិ គេ យ (Cited and Analysed by) ៖ េ ក លន់ េយង៉- អគេល ធិ រ (Mr. Lun Yeng  )
រច េ យ (Designed by) ៖ ក  សន ឆវីវតី - មនីស មបសមលទំ ក់ទំនង (Ms. Sorn Chhorvyvatey - Communication Coordinator)

Source: Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries, and General Department of Customs and Excise 
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In term of market destinations in May 2020, Europe-
an Union (EU)  is the main source of  Cambodian 
rice export, generating in the amount of over 24,000 
tonnes,      accounted by 44% of the overall export. 
In term of rice varieties, almost 100% of export to 
EU are fragrant rice, organic rice, and     parboiled 
rice. Cambodia export rice to China in the amount 
of over 14,000 tonnes, accounted by 26% of the 
overall. The slightly increase of export is that be-
cause of white rice export suspended for a while. 
However, the export to China is still increased and 
quite similar to EU, and will be highly increase in 
the following months. The export to Gabon, Austra-
lia, Russia, and New Zealand are also noticeably in-
creased. 

For rice export by varieties in May 2020, 88% are For rice export by varieties in May 2020, 88% are 
fragrant rice, 6% are white rice. White Rice is de-
creased by 56% comparing to May 2019, due to the 
white rice suspended for a while responding to the 
COVID19 pandemic. 

ស ប់បេភទអងរែដល េំចញកុងែខឧស  ២ំ០២០ គឺ ៨៨% អងរ
កអូប េហយី ៦% បេភទអងរស។ អងរស ថយចុះ៥៦% េបី េបបេធប
េ នឹងែខឧស  ២ំ០១៩ េ យ រ រ ក រ េំចញ អងរស មួយ
រយៈកុងរដូវ លៃន ររីក ល លជំងឺកូវីដ១៩៕

ស ប់ទីផ រែខឧស  ២ំ០២០ សហគមន៍អឺរ៉ុប ន 
រ េំចញរហតូដល់ង ២៤ ០០០េ ន  ឬ ៤៤% ៃន

ចំែណ កទីផ រ េំចញរបសក់មុ  ែដល រ េំចញ េនះ 
គេចីនេសរីែត១០០% អងរកអូប អងរសរីង  និង 

អងរចំហយុ េហយីកមុ ក៏ ន  ំេចញ េ បេទស ចិន 
ប ណ ង ១៤ ០០០ េ ន ឬ ២៦% ៃន ចំែណ ក
ទីផ រ េំចញអងររបសក់មុ ។ កំេណ នីមធម ៃន
រ េំចញ គឺប លមកពី រ ក រ េំចញ អងរស

មួយរយៈ ែតកំេណ នីេ បេទសចិន នកមិត ប ក់
រ េំចញ គឺប លមកពី រ ក រ េំចញ អងរស

មួយរយៈ ែតកំេណ នីេ បេទសចិន នកមិត ប ក់
បែហលសហគមន៍អឺរ៉ុប នឹង ប់ េផីមេកីនេ ែខ ប ប់
។ កំេណ នី េំចញេ ប ទីផរេផងៗ  ដូច  បុង 
អូ ល ីរុស ីនិង ញ៉ូ ែឡន ក៏ នកំេណ នីខស ់គួរឱ
ប់ រមណ ផ៍ងែដរ។ 


